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Abstract
We review the phenomenology of exchange bias and related effects, with emphasis on layered antiferromagnetic
(AFM)—ferromagnetic (FM) structures. A compilation of materials exhibiting exchange bias and some of the techniques
used to study them is given. Some of the applications of exchange bias are discussed. The leading theoretical models are
summarized. Finally some of the factors controlling exchange bias as well as some of the unsolved issues associated with
exchange bias are discussed.  1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 75.50.Rr; 75.70.Cn; 75.70.!i; 75.30.Gw
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1. Introduction
When materials with ferromagnetic (FM)—antiferromagnetic (AFM) interfaces are cooled through
the Néel temperature (¹ ) of the AFM (with the
,
Curie temperature, ¹ of the FM larger than ¹ )
!
,
an anisotropy (‘exchange bias’) is induced in the
FM [1—10]. Exchange bias is one of the phenomena
associated with the exchange anisotropy created at
the interface between an AFM and an FM material.
This anisotropy was discovered in 1956 by Meiklejohn and Bean when studying Co particles embedded in their native antiferromagnetic oxide
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(CoO) [11]. Since then it was observed in many
different systems containing FM—AFM interfaces,
such as small particles (Section 3.1) [1—7,9], inhomogeneous materials (Section 3.2) [1,2,7—10],
FM films on AFM single crystals (Section 3.3)
[12,13] and thin films (Section 3.4) [2,9,14—16]. In
this review we will focus mainly on layered
AFM—FM. Thin AFM—FM bilayers are favored
because of the improved control over the interface
and because they are more amenable for the development of devices [17,18]. In addition to AFM—
FM interfaces, exchange bias and related effects
have also been observed in other types of interfaces,
e.g. involving ferrimagnets (ferri): AFM—ferri [19],
ferri—FM [20].
Possible applications of these effects include permanent magnets [6], magnetic recording media
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[21,22] or domain stabilizers in recording heads
based on anisotropic magnetoresistance [18].
However, it was the reduction of the saturation
fields to observe giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in
exchange biased systems [23], as compared to standard GMR multilayer systems [24], which triggered a renewed interest in these phenomena [17].
1.1. Phenomenology
Interface coupling due to exchange anisotropy is
observed cooling the AFM—FM couple in the presence of a static magnetic field from a temperature
above ¹ , but below ¹ (¹ (¹(¹ ) to temper,
! ,
!
atures ¹(¹ [1—10]. The hysteresis loop of the
,
AFM—FM system at ¹(¹ after the field cool
,
procedure, is shifted along the field axis generally in
the opposite (‘negative’) direction to the cooling
field (see Fig. 1), i.e. the absolute value of coercive
field for decreasing and increasing field is different.
This loop shift is generally known as exchange bias,
H . The hysteresis loops also have an increased
#
coercivity, H , after the field cool procedure. Both
!
these effects disappear at, or close to, the AFM Néel
temperature confirming that it is the presence of
the AFM material which causes this anisotropy
[1—10].
Torque magnetometry at ¹(¹ after field cool,
,
shows an additional sin component to the torque
magnetization, where
is the angle between the
applied field and the cooling field direction. Fig. 2a
shows the combination of a sin (uniaxial anisotropy) component with a sin component for an
oxidized Co layer. A purely uniaxial torque (sin )
has two minima 180° apart, however in AFM—FM
systems, due to the presence of the sin component, the torque magnetization has only one absolute minimum. In other words, instead of uniaxial
anisotropy, i.e. two equivalent easy configurations
in opposite directions, the magnetization in
AFM—FM systems has only one easy direction,
often denoted as unidirectional anisotropy. As
shown in Fig. 2a the clockwise and counterclockwise torques are different. The area between both
torque curves gives twice the energy lost in rotating
the magnetization, denoted as rotational hysteresis.
This type of hysteresis is present in FM systems
only in a narrow field range, however, AFM—FM

Fig. 1. Hysteresis loop, m(H), of a FeF /Fe bilayer at ¹"10 K

after field cooling [72]. The exchange bias, H , and the coerciv#
ity, H , are indicated in the figure.
!

Fig. 2. (a) Torque magnetization, C, and (b) rotational hysteresis, ¼ for an oxidized Co film at ¹"77 K after field cooling
0
[16].

systems have a non-vanishing rotational hysteresis
even at high fields (Fig. 2b). The unidirectional
anisotropy and the non-vanishing rotational hysteresis also disappear at, or below, ¹ [1—3,5—9].
,
Finally, it is noteworthy that the above effects are
not present (or are reduced) if the AFM—FM couple
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is cooled in zero field from a demagnetized state
[1—10]. However, exchange bias properties are still
present if the AFM—FM system is zero field cooled
from a remanent state [25].
1.2. Intuitive picture
Unidirectional anisotropy and exchange bias can
be qualitatively understood by assuming an exchange interaction at the AFM—FM interface [1,3].
When a field is applied in the temperature range
¹ (¹(¹ , the FM spins line up with the field,
,
!
while the AFM spins remain random (Fig. 3a(i)).
When cooling to ¹(¹ , in the presence of the
,
field, due to the interaction at the interface, the
AFM spins next to the FM align ferromagnetically
to those of the FM (assuming ferromagnetic interaction). The other spin planes in the AFM “follow”
the AFM order so as to produce zero net magnetization (Fig. 3a(ii)). When the field is reversed, the
FM spins start to rotate. However, for sufficiently
large AFM anisotropy, the AFM spins remain unchanged (Fig. 3a(iii)). Therefore, the interfacial interaction between the FM—AFM spins at the
interface, tries to align ferromagnetically the FM
spins with the AFM spins at the interface. In other
words, the AFM spins at the interface exert
a microscopic torque on the FM spins, to keep
them in their original position (ferromagnetically
aligned at the interface) (Fig. 3a(iii)). Therefore, the
FM spins have one single stable configuration, i.e.
the anisotropy is unidirectional. Thus, the field
needed to reverse completely an FM layer will be
larger if it is in contact with an AFM, because an
extra field is needed to overcome the microscopic
torque (Fig. 3b). However, once the field is rotated
back to its original direction, the FM spins will
start to rotate at a smaller field, due to the interaction with the AFM spins (which now exert a torque
in the same direction as the field) (Fig. 3a(v) and
Fig. 3b). The material behaves as if there was an
extra (internal) biasing field, therefore, the FM hysteresis loop is shifted in the field axis, i.e. exchange
bias [1—3,7,9].
Although this simple phenomenological model
gives an intuitive picture, there is little quantitative
understanding of these phenomena. Moreover, the
role of the many different parameters involved in

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the spin configuration of an
FM—AFM bilayer (a) at different stages (i)—(v) of an exchange
biased hysteresis loop (b). Note that the spin configurations are
just a simple cartoon to illustrate the effect of the coupling and
they are not necessarily accurate portraits of the actual rotation
of the FM or AFM magnetizations.

exchange bias, such as anisotropy, roughness, spin
configuration or magnetic domains, is far from
being understood. Finally, a clear understanding of
exchange bias at the microscopic level is still lacking.
In this review we will discuss the present status of
this field. We will present the most common techniques (Section 2), the materials involved (Section 3), some applications (Section 4), theoretical
aspects (Section 5) and several interesting open
issues (Section 6).

2. Techniques
Exchange bias and related effects have been
investigated using many experimental techniques. The most commonly used techniques and
the main information they provide are summarized below.
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2.1. Magnetization
Hysteresis loops, obtained from magnetization
versus applied field, is the most commonly used
technique to study exchange bias materials. Hysteresis loops have been measured using a wide variety
of instruments [3,11,16,21,26—60], most commonly
SQUID [12,19,25,61—109], vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) [61,70,84—86,88—90,99,100,104,
107,108,110—185], Kerr effect [15,20,120,186—215]
and loop tracers [84,114,122,143,161,162,176,190,
197,198,211,212,215—227]. The main information
obtained from these techniques is the loop shift, H ,
#
and coercivity, H (see Fig. 1), although some in!
formation about anisotropies can also be obtained
from the shape of the hysteresis loops.
It is noteworthy that from hysteresis loops and
other DC-experiments (e.g. torque), only the lower
limit of the interface AFM—FM coupling is obtained [228]. However, larger values are obtained
from certain AC-measurements which relay on
small oscillations of the FM magnetization from its
remanent or saturated state, such as magnetoresistance [229,230], AC-susceptibility [231] or Brillouin light scattering [232].
2.2. Torque
Torque magnetometer, in which the magnetization is measured while rotating the sample in
a field, gives information about the anisotropies
present. It is the presence of a sin component in
the torque (Fig. 2a) which confirms the unidirectionality of the anisotropy [3,11,13,16,27,28,33,
34,131,137,186,190,191,203,212,216,233—242].
Moreover, torque magnetometry can reveal an additional sign of exchange anisotropy, i.e. the presence of high field rotational hysteresis [3,11,13,16,
27,28,34,131,186,190,191,203,212,233,234,236,237,
239—243] (Fig. 2b).
2.3. Ferromagnetic resonance
In ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) the samples
mounted in a microwave cavity are subject to
a high frequency (GHz) magnetic field while a DC
field is swept through resonance. From the resonance positions and line shapes it is possible to

extract the exchange bias and anisotropies [121,
148,174,244—260]. Under certain conditions, spin
wave resonances (SWR) are observed in AFM—
FM bilayers [244,246,252—254,256—260], from the
position of the SWR the FM stiffness, A , is
$+
obtained.
Most FMR measurements imply that the magnetization of the FM layer is not homogeneous
throughout the thickness of the layer, i.e. although
the spins on the top of the FM layer are aligned
with the field, the spins close to the interface may
have other orientations (denoted as transition
layer) [249—251,254,255,257,258].
2.4. Neutron diffraction
Due to the magnetic nature of the neutrons,
neutron diffraction is the ideal probe for the magnetic structure in addition to the physical structure.
Grazing incidence neutron diffraction, determines the homogeneity of the FM and AFM layers
(formation of domains), by probing the magnetization as a function of the depth with a 1—2 nm
resolution [97,98,261—267]. Contrary to what is
observed by other techniques, FM—AFM systems
do not appear to form domains in the FM or AFM
layers, however, measurements in ferri—AFM
multilayers indicate that the ferrimagnetic layer is
not homogeneous throughout its thickness
[266,267]. To enhance the diffraction signal in neutron diffraction often multilayers of the type
n;[ferri—AFM] or [FM—AFM] are investigated
[97,98,101,265—270]. It is noteworthy that from
grazing angle studies the hysteresis loops, and thus
H and H , can be extracted by calculating the
#
!
polarization function for different applied fields
[261,262].
High angle neutron diffraction has also been
applied to the study of exchange bias [97,98,
101,268,269]. The main information obtained from
this method is the spin configuration of the different magnetic layers. However, other types of information such as domain formation can be
extracted indirectly (e.g. peak widths) from the
scans. An important result obtained from high
angle neutron diffraction on Fe O /NiO and
 
Fe O /CoO multilayers is the possible presence of
 
domains in the AFM NiO [269] or CoO [101]
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layers and a perpendicular (i.e. non-collinear) coupling between the AFM and ferri spins at the interface [101].
2.5. Magnetoresistance
The measurement of the field dependence of the
resistivity, the magnetoresistance, has been used in
two different ways to explore exchange bias. Information about exchange bias can be obtained
from ‘spin valve’ devices (AFM—FM—non-magnetic—FM) [23,41,47,75,81—83,106,124,128,132,133,
149—154,156,157,168,177—180,183,194,199,225,271—
293]. The full magnetoresistance curve (i.e. measured to saturation of both FM layers) provides
both H and H of an AFM—FM couple as shown
#
!
in Fig. 4 (see Section 4 for more details). Magnetoresistance measurements of simple AFM—FM
bilayers have been used to determine H , H or
# !
anisotropy constants [58,229,230,294—297].
An important result from some of these studies
is the indication that the FM layer appears to
form a transition layer at the interface [229,230,
294—297].
2.6. AC-susceptibility
In AC-susceptibility, the change in magnetic flux
created by the sample due to the presence of an
alternating field is measured as a function of the
applied AC and DC fields, temperature or frequency. H and H are obtained from the DC
#
!
field dependence of the AC-susceptibility. High frequency, H "0 [248], H O0 [298], low fre"!
"!
quency H O0 [231], and critical curve
"!
measurements [58,299] susceptibility measurements have been carried out in FM—AFM bilayers.
The results from AC-susceptibility also seem to
indicate that the FM layer appears not to be homogeneous throughout its thickness [231,248,298].
2.7. Domain observation
FM and AFM domains could have an important
effect on H . Thus FM domain formation has
#
been studied using several techniques, such as Bitter method [137,203,204,300], Kerr effect [16,20,
204,205,301], Lorentz microscopy [281,302—304],

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of a spin valve device. (b) Hysteresis loop, m(H), and (c) magnetoresistance, *R/R(H), of
Fe Ni /Cu/Fe Ni /FeMn GMR spin valve at room tem 
 
perature [23].

Faraday effect [305], interface colloidal contrast
[306], spin polarized secondary electron microscopy [307] or magnetic force microscopy (MFM)
[181,182,308]. These techniques allow only studies
of the surface FM domain formation (perpendicular to the interface), i.e. domains parallel to the
interface (predicted indirectly by several other
techniques [229—231,248—251,255,257,258,266,267,
294,296—298]) cannot be observed. However, in
some cases changes in the local anisotropy due to
the presence of the AFM can be detected [303,
304,307].
The detailed behavior of the FM domains depends on the AFM—FM system studied and the
thickness of the FM film, probably due to the
different anisotropies of the AFM and/or FM materials. Due to the hysteresis loop shift, the domain
structure always appears at higher fields than for
single FM layers. Usually the domain structure in
AFM—FM bilayers is more ‘complicated’ (i.e. more
sizes, shapes and types of domains) than for single
FM films. The size and morphology of the domains is also system dependent [16,20,137,181,
182,203—205,281,300—308]. From these domain
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observations indirect values of H and H are ob#
!
tained by analyzing the area of opposite domains
(parallel and antiparallel with the field) for different
applied fields [181,182].
2.8. Brillouin scattering
In Brillouin scattering the samples are irradiated
with a laser beam, in the visible range, and the
scattered light is measured as a function of scattering geometry, field and temperature. The changes
in the scattered spectrum together with the scattering geometry give information on the spin waves
frequency. From the shift of the spin wave frequency, exchange bias H is obtained in the
#
saturated state [232,309]. Results in Fe/FeF bi
layers indicate inhomogeneities in the FM layer
below ¹ [232].
,
2.9. Magnetic dichroism
In this technique, the electrons in the sample are
excited with X-rays, and the photon energy emitted
by the electrons recombining to the ground state is
measured as a function of the magnetic field and
temperature. The high sensitivity to different elements, allows material specific properties to be
studied independently. Moreover, magnetic dichroism can probe the magnetic properties at different
depths, allowing the study of buried layers or interfaces [310].

3. Materials
3.1. Small particles
Fine particles were the first type of system where
exchange bias was observed. Since its discovery,
exchange bias in small particles has been observed
in a number of materials, mainly ferromagnetic
particles covered with their antiferromagnetic or
ferrimagnetic native oxide: Co—CoO [3,11,26,
61—64], Ni—NiO [5,26,65,107,108], Fe—FeO [243],
FeCo—FeCoO [27], Fe—Fe O [65,66,110] (Table 1).
 
However, other combinations of materials have
also been studied, such as nitrides Fe—Fe N [110],

Co—CoN [61] or sulfides Fe—FeS [26,233,234]
(Table 1). The particles studied are usually in the
nanometer range (10—100 nm) and produced by
a variety of methods, such as electrodeposition,
vapor deposition, gas condensation, reduction of
the oxalate or mechanical alloying.
A general trend exhibited by most fine particles
systems is the existence of non-vanishing rotational
hysteresis [3,5,11,26,61—64,233,234,243] and an increase of coercivity below ¹ [3,11,26,61—66,107,
,
108,110,233,234]. However, only for Co—CoO,
Table 1
Summary of exchange bias and related properties for different
small particle systems. Note that the given loop shifts, H , are at
#
¹"4—10 K
Material

H
#

H
!
enhancement

Rotational
hysteresis

Yes
Yes
Yes
—
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
—
Yes
Yes
—
Yes
—

2.10. Mössbauer effect
If in the AFM and/or FM layer a radioactive
isotope of one of the materials composing the AFM
or FM layer is introduced, the Mössbauer effect
can be studied. In this technique, the c-rays emitted
by the radioactive isotopes are measured. This
technique is very sensitive to the local atomic configuration, thus if the radioactive isotopes are
placed at a certain position in the material (surface,
bulk, interface), information about the local configuration in that specific area can be obtained by
comparing the spectra of the radioactive atoms in
different positions [167,209,311]. Results in
FeMn/Fe Ni indicate that interface and bulk
 
atoms behave in a similar fashion [209].

Co—CoO
Large (9500 Oe)
Co—CoN
Large (3200 Oe)
Ni—NiO
Small (400 Oe)
Fe—FeO
None
Fe—Fe O  Small (120 Oe)
 
Fe—FeS
—
Fe—Fe N
Small (300 Oe)


Given in brackets is the maximum reported H .
#
Dashes indicate that this property has not been studied in the
system.
[3,11,26,61—64].
[61].
[5,26,65,107,108].
[243].
[65,66,110].
[26,233,234].
[110].
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Fig. 5. Hysteresis loop, m(H), of Co/CoO particles at ¹"77 K
after field cooling [11].

[3,11,26,61—64] and Co—CoN [61] large loop shifts
have been reported. Shown in Fig. 5 is a shifted
hysteresis loop for Co—CoO particles, with a loop
shift of 1600 Oe [11].
It is noteworthy that loop shifts and increase in
coercivity have also been found in pure ferri or
AFM nanoparticles [104,105]. These effects are
probably related to the surface layer of the particles, which due to the changes in the atomic coordination form a layer of disordered spins (i.e. spin
glass layer). Therefore, in practice, the particles
behave as two magnetic systems [104,105].
In small particles, due to the difficulty of determining the exact FM and AFM thicknesses, it is
difficult to compare quantitatively the results between different systems. Moreover, these systems
are not ideal for studies of fundamental aspects of
exchange bias, because: distribution of particle sizes
and shapes is always present, the difficulty to identify the nature of the interface, stoichiometry, crystallinity, etc. of the AFM layers.
3.2. Inhomogeneous materials
There are many systems which exhibit exchange
bias without clearly defined AFM—FM interfaces

209

or which have multiple random AFM—FM interfaces. We denote as materials without well defined
interfaces, materials with competing magnetic interactions, where due to the arrangement of
the magnetic ions, different areas (or domains)
with AFM or FM interactions are created. This
category comprises spin glasses and some ferrimagnets. We have labeled these materials as ‘inhomogeneous materials’. Due to the nature of these
materials, it is difficult to extract much useful basic
information about exchange bias. Therefore, we feel
that it is beyond the scope of this review to analyze
in detail this broad subject. However, a brief overview of these materials is given below.
Spin glasses have been thoroughly studied for
many years [312,313], and many systems are
known to exhibit exchange bias properties, such as
loop shifts [8,10,312,313] (Fig. 6) or sin component in the torque [8,10]. Probably the most studied
systems are alloys containing Mn, such as
Cu Mn [28,29], Ag Mn [29] or Ni Mn
\V
V
\V
V
\V
V
[30,67]. However, exchange bias effects have been
observed in other spin glass systems, such as
Au Fe [235]. In some of the above systems
\V V
exchange bias properties have been observed in
polycrystalline [29,30], single crystal [28] and thin
film form [67], indicating that this is an intrinsic
property of the material, rather than a sample preparation artifact. The exchange bias properties of
this kind of spin glass materials have been modeled
rather successfully [8,314].
Another important group of spin glasses, which
also exhibit exchange bias properties, are amorphous materials, especially Fe and Mn based amorphous materials, e.g. Fe Zr [236] or (Ni Mn )
\V V
\V
V 
P B Al [68]. Other more common amorphous
  
ferromagnetic materials, occasionally show loop
shifts especially after annealing. However, this
could be due to nano-precipitates of hard magnetic
materials [31], which would cause similar shifts of
the loops.
Occasionally, spin glasses are one of the components of bilayers of the type FM—spin glass or
ferri—spin glass. In such systems, the AFM rich
areas of the spin glass not only couple to the FM
rich areas of the spin glass but also to the FM or
ferri adjacent layer. Thus, the FM (ferri) layer exhibits exchange bias properties. However, due to
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3.3. Coated antiferromagnetic single crystals

Fig. 6. Hysteresis loop, m(H), of a polycrystalline Ag Mn


spin glass at ¹"1.8 K after field cooling [8].

the nature of these materials the overall effects are
rather small. Two of these systems have been reported in the literature, Fe/NiMn (FM—spin glass)
[244] and NiFe O /amorphous—NiFe O (ferri—
 
 
spin glass) [69]. However, due to the random nature of the spin glasses and the fact that the spin
glass layer can exhibit exchange bias effects by
itself, it is rather difficult to extract quantitative
information from such systems.
Bulk ferrimagnets with exchange bias have not
been systematically studied, however, several examples have been reported in the literature. Exchange
bias properties have been observed in different
types of ferrimagnets such as amorphous rare-earth
based alloys, like TbFe [237] or GdCo [32], oxide
type ferrimagnets, like Co TiO [33] of CoCr O


 
[70], and diluted or substituted compounds such as
Li Fe
Ga O [111].
   \V V 
The other major group among the inhomogeneous materials, are materials with multiple
random AFM—FM interfaces, which are mainly
polycrystalline materials with a mixture of AFM
(or ferri) and FM components. One of the most
studied in this group is Co sputtered in low oxygen
pressure atmosphere, where Co rich and CoO rich
areas are formed [21,112]. Other examples in this
group are co-sputtered CoCr [113] or NiO with
NiFe O precipitates [245].
 

In order to better understand the fundamental
aspects of exchange bias, several groups have
studied a more controlled type of system, namely
an AFM single crystal polished along a specific
crystallographic direction, coated with an FM material. This procedure allows for a more controlled
AFM—FM interface than the two previous types of
systems. Although these systems have the potential
to clarify some of the questions surrounding exchange bias, only three different AFM materials
have been studied so far, CoO [12,34,71,186], NiO
[13,187,238,307] and FeF [72,73].

The two main aspects of exchange bias studied in
coated single crystals are the role of the spin configration at the interface (by selecting different crystallographic directions) [12,13,34,72,186,187,238] and
the role of the roughness (by controllably damaging
the AFM surface before depositing the FM)
[12,72,73].
Contrary to expectations, some of the results
obtained on coated AFM crystals are rather puzzling. First, despite the presumed controlled interface
of this type of systems, the exchange bias exhibited
by all three systems is substantially smaller than the
one obtained in small particles or thin films
[12,13,34,71—73,186,187,238]. It is possible that the
AFM surface is contaminated before transferring
the single crystal to the deposition chamber. However, the samples are usually annealed and sometimes ion-bombarded until well defined LEED (low
energy electron diffraction) and/or RHEED (reflection high energy electron diffraction) diffraction
patterns are obtained. Second, there seems to be
very little dependence of the exchange bias on the
spin configuration of the AFM at the interface. For
example, exchange bias appears to be insensitive
whether the spins at the interface are compensated
(i.e. both AFM spin sublattices present at the interface, thus the same number of spins pointing in one
direction as in the opposite, see Fig. 7a) or uncompensated [12,13,34,72,73,186,187,238] (i.e. only one
AFM spin sublattice present at the interface, thus
all spins pointing in the same direction, see Fig. 7b)
(see Section 6.2.1 for more details). This could be
due to the reorientations of the spins at the interface, the formation of magnetic domains in the
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AFM or other factors discussed later in the paper
(Section 6).
Another interesting result, hinted in CoO crystals [71] and confirmed in FeF crystals [72,73], is

the fact that the FM layer appears to orient itself
perpendicular to the anisotropy direction of the
AFM spins at the interface, for compensated and
uncompensated AFM surfaces. In the case of FeF ,

the easy axis of the FM layers rotates 90° between
¹'¹ and ¹(¹ [72,73] in order to attain this
,
,
coupling. These results will be discussed in more
detail in Section 6.1.
Additionally, the magnitude of the exchange bias
becomes larger as the interface roughness increases
for both uncompensated CoO [12] and compensated FeF [72]. These results are intuitive for

compensated AFM surfaces, however they are
harder to interpret for uncompensated AFM surfaces. The effect of the roughness in exchange bias
will be further discussed in Section 6.3.
Finally, the loops of the compensated FeF

(1 1 0) surface, shift towards the same direction as
the cooling field [72,73], contrary to what has been
observed in all other systems [1—10]. This interesting effect will be discussed in Section 6.8.
3.4. Thin films
Exchange bias materials, in thin film form, have
been the most widely studied type of system. From
the basic point of view, in these systems the interface can be quite effectively controlled and characterized [15,74]. From the applied point of view,
most of the device applications based on exchange
bias are in thin film form [17,18]. Moreover, materials in thin film form have been the basis of many
interesting phenomena related to exchange bias,
such as AFM thickness [140], interface disorder
[74] or orientation dependence of H [15], to name
#
a few. Among the layered systems, AFM—FM interfaces are the most commonly investigated, however
related systems such as ferri—FM [20], AFM—ferri
[19], ferri—ferri [114] have also been studied. The
AFM—FM group can be divided in three main
categories depending on the type of AFM used:
oxide, metallic, others.
To compare different systems, independent of the
ferromagnetic material and its thickness, the mag-

211

Fig. 7. Schematic spin diagram for a (a) compensated and (b)
uncompensated AFM surface.

nitude of the exchange bias is described in terms of
an interface energy per unit area
*E"M t H ,
(1)
$+ $+ #
where M and t are the saturation magnetiz$+
$+
ation and thickness of the ferromagnet and H is
#
the exchange bias magnitude. Note that following common practice we will assume that *E
depends only on the saturation magnetization and
not the type of FM material. In the tables comparing different AFM materials we will use this kind of
notation. In the following tables, the temperature at
which H becomes zero, usually called the blocking
#
temperature, ¹ , is also given. This property will be
discussed in more detail later in Section 6.5.
3.4.1. Oxide AFMs
Following the work on oxidized FM particles,
most of the early work on exchange bias on thin
films was on oxidized transition metal films,
Co—CoO [16,35,36,58,75,76,78,79,115,190,205,216—
218,229—231,239,299,303,309], Ni—NiO [216,217,
239,240,246], Fe—FeO [77,80,294,295] or oxidized
Fe Ni
[37,117,188,189,227,260]. Similarly to
 
oxidized particles, oxidized Co films exhibit rather
large exchange bias [16,35,36,75,76,78,79,115,190,
216—218,229—231,239] (Table 2), while oxidized Ni
and Fe films usually show smaller loop shifts
[77,80,216,217,239,240,246,294,295] (Table 2). However, this kind of samples are difficult to compare.
Although the oxide layer can be measured quite
accurately, the films may tend to oxidize through
the grain boundaries, thus increasing the interface
surface. Furthermore, the oxide is usually polycrystalline, and sometimes multiphase [16]. However,
as can be observed in Table 2, oxidized Co films are
the systems exhibiting the largest interface energy,
*E"3.5 erg/cm at 10 K [229].
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Table 2
Compilation of interface energies, *E"H t M , blocking temperatures, ¹ , and bulk Néel temperatures, ¹ , for oxide antifer# $+ $+
,
romagnets used in exchange bias. Note that *E values are at room temperature unless otherwise stated. Note that whenever possible we
have limited ourselves to thick enough AFM layers, where H and ¹ are independent of t
#
$+
Material

*E (erg/cm)

¹ (K)

NiO
NiO
NiO
NiO
NiO
NiO

(oxid)
(poly)
(1 1 1)
(1 1 1) (10 K)
(1 0 0)
(1 1 0)

0.05—0.29
0.007—0.09
0.004—0.06
0.31
0.02—0.16
0.05

—
450—480
450—500
450—500
480
—

CoO
CoO
CoO
CoO
CoO
CoO

(oxid) (10 K)
(oxid) (77 K)
(poly) (10 K)
(poly) (150 K)
(poly-multi) (100 K)
(1 1 1) (77 K)

0.40—3.50
0.16—0.40
0.03—0.12
0.10—0.28
0.84
0.14—0.48

200—290
200—290
290
290
260
290

Co Ni O (poly)
V \V
Co Ni O (1 1 1)
V \V

0.09
0.04—0.06

370
390—430

290—520

CoO/NiO (poly-multi)

0.06—0.12

380—410

290—520

FeO (oxid) (10 K)

0.05—0.10

100

200

Fe O (poly)
 
Fe O (0 0 0 1)
 
Fe O (1 1 2 0)
 

0.003—0.07
0.0
0.0

450—620
—
—

950

Fe Ni O (oxid) (77 K)
V \V

0.02—0.08

40—200

200—520

Cr O (poly)
 

0.003

—

310

¹ (K)
,

520

290

AFM layer obtained from the oxidation of Ni layers [216,217].
Polycrystalline AFM layers [81—83,115,116,120—123,125—128,180,182,192—195,199,215,271—275,288,290,308].
AFM layers with (1 1 1) texture [122,130,131,180,192,193,195—198,271,273].
AFM layers with (1 1 1) texture measured at ¹"10 K [131].
AFM layers with (1 0 0) texture [122,124,125,129,193,273,276].
AFM layers with (1 1 0) texture [273].
AFM layer obtained from the oxidation of Co layers, measured at ¹"10 K [35,36,75,76,229—231].
AFM layer obtained from the oxidation of Co layers, measured at ¹"77 K [16,58,78,79,190,205,216—218].
Polycrystalline AFM layers, measured at 10 K [102].
Polycrystalline AFM layers, measured at 150 K [172,173].
Co—CoO multilayers with polycrystalline AFM layers, measured at ¹"100 K [38].
AFM layers with (1 1 1) texture measured at ¹"77 K [118,119,169].
Polycrystalline AFM layers [115].
AFM layers with (1 1 1) texture [220,221].
AFM layer comprised of CoO/NiO multilayers [41,134—136].
AFM layer obtained from the oxidation of Fe layers, measured at ¹"10 K [77,80].
Polycrystalline AFM layers [39,132,133,195,219,247,293].
AFM layers with (0 0 0 1) texture [293].
AFM layers with (1 1 2 0) texture [293].
AFM layer obtained from the oxidation of Fe Ni layers [37,117,188,189,227].
 
Polycrystalline AFM layers [190,218].
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To avoid some of these problems, antiferromagnetic oxides have been sputtered directly from the
oxide or in a reactive oxygen atmosphere. Besides
the work on CoO [38,102,118,119,169,172,173] and
Cr O [190,218] AFMs (Table 2), the recent inter 
est in NiO [81—83,106,115,116,120—131,136,180,
185,192—199,215,271—276,288,290,305,306,308], aFe O [39,132,133,195,219,247,293], Co Ni O
 
V \V
[40,115,220,221,261,311] and CoO/NiO multilayers [41,134—136], with ¹ well above room
,
temperature, has been steadily increasing (Table 2),
mainly due to their increased corrosion resistance
[215,274].
Surprisingly, well oriented AFM oxides can exhibit smaller exchange bias than oxidized metallic
layers or polycrystalline AFM layers (Table 2),
probably due to oxidation through grain boundaries, increasing the effective interface area or other
magnetic or microstructural factors.
3.4.2. Metallic AFMs
In 1964, the first fully metallic thin film system
was reported [200]. Fe Ni /Mn bilayers were
 
annealed to enhance diffusion, thus creating antiferromagnetic Fe Ni Mn
compounds at the
V W
\V\W
interface, with ¹ '300 K [39,58,137,190,191,
200—204,206,207,218,248—254,296—300,303,304].
This evolved into one of the most studied AFM
systems in exchange bias films, Fe Mn [15,39,


42—47,59,60,84—87,127,138—144,146—153,155,175,
176,181,182,208,209,219,222—225,241,242,247,255—
259,262—264,270,274,277—282,289,291,292,301].
The latter was the basis for most exchange biased
GMR spin valves until recently [47,149—153,225,
274,277—282,289,291,292]. Another compound derived from the original metallic system, Ni Mn
V
V
[48—51,88—90,127,156,158—161,163,168,171,178],
has started to gain interest, again for its ¹ above
,
room temperature and its superior corrosion resistance as compared to Fe Mn [163].


The prospective applications of spin valves has
motivated research on new metallic AFM, with
high ¹ and good corrosion properties, such as
,
Cr Mn M
, where M"Pt, Rh, Cu, Pd, Ir, Ni,
V
W \V\W
Co, Ti [39,144—146,154,164,174,183,210—212,283],
Pd Pt Mn
[106,156,157,165,177,284], Co Mn
V W \V\W
V V
[170], Fe Mn Rh
[57,179] or Cr Al
V
W \V\W
V \V
[56,162,184]. Moreover, other AFM systems such
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as pure Cr [213,226] or Mn [88,89,109] have also
been studied.
The systems based on metallic AFMs studied to
date are summarized in Table 3.
3.4.3. Other AFMs
Other, non-metallic or non-oxide systems exhibiting exchange bias include sulfides, fluorides
and nitrides. The first of such systems was FeS
[52,58,299]. The studies on this system were carried out by sulfading the surface of an Fe film. Like
in oxidized films, it is difficult to compare with
other systems since the details of the structure are
not clear. Recently, FeF [25,72,74,91,92,232,310]

and MnF [93] have been studied in detail

(Table 4). Due to their simple spin structure
these systems are certainly suitable to study basic
properties of exchange bias. Another system
studied due to its high ¹ and corrosion resistance
is CrN [103].
3.4.4. Ferrimagnets
Several systems which have a ferrimagnet as part
of the exchange bias couple have been reported in
the literature. Due to their magnetic structure, ferrimagnets can play either the role of the AFM or
FM in bilayer systems. FM—ferri (Fe Ni —TbCo
 
[20,53,285—287,302], Fe Ni —DyCo [54], Fe Ni —
 
 
TbFe [55,166] and Fe—Fe O [94]) or ferri—AFM
 
(Fe O —CoO [19,95,101,167,265] and Fe O —NiO
 
 
[96—98,265—269]) and even ferri—ferri (TbFeCo—
TbFeCo [114,214] and CoFe O —(Mn,Zn)Fe O
 
 
[99,100]) systems may exhibit large exchange bias
(Table 5). To the best of our knowledge, Fe O /
 
CoO (ferri—AFM) has the largest exchange bias
reported to date for any bilayer system (excluding
oxidized Co films), with *E"2.2 erg/cm at 10 K
[19]. Systems containing ferrimagnets, in at least
one of their components, are difficult to analyze
theoretically, mainly due to the added complexity
of the two different magnetic sublattices in the
ferrimagnet [20,54,315].

4. Applications
Materials exhibiting exchange bias and related
effects have been proposed and utilized in several
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Table 3
Compilation of interface energies *E"H t M , blocking temperatures, ¹ , and bulk Néel temperatures, ¹ , for metallic antifer# $+ $+
,
romagnets used in exchange bias. Note that *E values are at room temperature unless otherwise stated. Note that whenever possible we
have limited ourselves to thick enough AFM layers, where H and ¹ are independent of t
#
$+
Material

*E (erg/cm)

¹ (K)

Fe Mn (poly)


Fe Mn (poly-ann)


Fe Mn (1 1 1)


Fe Mn (1 1 1-ann)


Fe Mn (1 0 0)


Fe Mn (1 1 0)


Ni Mn (poly)


Ni Mn (poly-ann)


Ni Mn (1 1 1-ann)


Ni Mn (1 1 1-ann)


Fe Ni Mn
(poly)
V W
\V\W
FeMnRh (poly)
FeMnRh (poly-ann)

0.02—0.20
0.05—0.47
0.01—0.19
0.05—0.16
0.04—0.07
0.04—0.06

390—470
420—570
380—480
—
—
—

0.002
0.16—0.46
0.10—0.36

770
770
520—650

1070

0.07

420

—

¹ (K)
,

490

0.03—0.16

470—620

—

0.05
0.06

420
420

—

Rh Mn
(poly)
V
\V
Co Mn
(poly)
V
\V
a-Mn (poly) (5 K)

0—0.13

—

—

0.14

—

—

0.08—0.2

50

95

Cr (poly) (4 K)
Cr (1 0 0) (4 K)

0.002
0

—
130

310

Cr Mn (poly)
\V
V
Cr Mn Pt
(poly)
V
W \V\W
Cr Mn Pt
(poly-ann)
V
W \V\W
Cr Mn Rh
(poly)
V
W \V\W
Cr Mn Cu
(poly)
V
W \V\W
Cr Mn Pd
(poly)
V
W \V\W
Cr Mn Ir
(poly)
V
W \V\W
Cr Mn Ni
(poly)
V
W \V\W
Cr Mn Co
(poly) 
V
W \V\W
Cr Mn Ti
(poly)
V
W \V\W
Pt Mn
(poly-ann)
V
\V
Pd Mn
(poly)
V
\V
Pd Pt Mn
(poly)
V W
\V\W
Ir Mn
(1 1 1)
V
\V
Cr Al
(1 1 0)
V \V

0.02

450

—

0.08
0.16—0.35

600
600

—

0.05—0.08

620

—

0.04—0.05

570

—

0.06—0.08

650

—

0.04

550

—

0.03

—

—

0.03

—

—

0.003

—

—

0.02—0.32

400—650

0.06

—

—

0.08—0.11

570

—

0.01—0.19

400—520

690

0.01—0.04

550

900

480—980

Polycrystalline AFM layers [39,84,86,127,138,142,148,152,208,219,222,224,247,255—257,259,292].
Polycrystalline AFM layers after annealing [43,45,46,87,139,222,274].
AFM layers with (1 1 1) texture [15,42,44,47,59,60,85,128,138,141,143,144,146,147,149—152,155,175,176,181,182,209,223,225,277—279,
282,289,291].
AFM layers with (1 1 1) texture after annealing [140,279].
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different applications since their discovery [6,17,18,
22,316—319].
The enhanced coercivity of small oxidized particles provides the first potential technological application of exchange bias, as permanent magnet
materials [6] and high density recording media
[64,66]. Some inhomogeneous materials (e.g.
Co—CoO) were also suggested as candidates for
perpendicular magnetic recording media [21,32,
112,113].
However, most industrial applications based on
exchange bias are in thin film form [17,18,22,
316—319]. The first proposed application of exchange bias in bilayers was as magnetic recording
media. Small areas of an FM—AFM bilayer were
heated up to ¹ (¹(¹ in the presence of a field
,
!
opposite to the exchange bias field, thus, forming
areas with reversed magnetization to the overall
magnetization of the film [22,320]. Another proposed application is as domain stabilizer in record-

215

ing heads based on anisotropic magnetoresistance.
An AFM layer is deposited on the edges of the FM
layer, to avoid closure domains, and thus reduce
the Barkhausen noise of the devices [18,39,48,160,
215,241,321—325]. Recently, exchange bias became
part of a new class of ‘spin-valve’ devices, based on
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [17,23,316—319,
326]. This type of device consists typically of two
FM layers separated by a non-magnetic layer. One
of the FM layers is grown on, or covered by, an
AFM layer (Fig. 4a) [23,326]. The FM (‘pinned’
layer) in contact with the AFM layer has a shifted
loop, however, the other FM (‘free’ layer) has a conventional hysteresis loop (Fig. 4b) [23,326]. Thus
there is a field range where the FM layers have
antiparallel magnetizations (Fig. 4b) [23]. Due to
the spin dependent scattering, when the magnetizations in the layers are parallel the resistance is
low, but when they are antiparallel the resistance is
high (Fig. 4c) [23,326]. What makes these devices

䉳&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
Table 3 footnotes (Continued):
AFM layers with (1 0 0) texture [15,138,209].
AFM layers with (1 1 0) texture [15,138,209].
Polycrystalline AFM layers [127].
Polycrystalline AFM layers after annealing [48,127,156,160,161,163].
AFM layers with (1 1 1) texture after annealing [49,50,161,168,178].
AFM layers with (1 1 1) texture after annealing [51,88—90,158,159,171].
AFM layer obtained by diffusion of Mn in Fe Ni due to high temperature annealing [39,137,190,191,200—203,206,207,218,
 
248—250,252].
Polycrystalline AFM layers [179].
Polycrystalline AFM layers after annealing [179].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [57].
Polycrystalline AFM layers [170].
Polycrystalline AFM layers, measured at ¹"5 K [88,89,109].
Polycrystalline AFM layers, measured at ¹"4 K [226].
AFM layers with (1 0 0) texture, measured at ¹"4 K [213].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [210,211].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [164,210—212].
Polycrystalline AFM layers after annealing (a range of compositions has been studied) [131,164].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [210,211].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [210,211].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [210,211].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [211].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [210].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [210].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [210].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [106,165,284].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [156].
Polycrystalline AFM layers (a range of compositions has been studied) [156,157,177].
AFM layer with (1 1 1) texture (a range of compositions have been studied) [144—146,154,174,183,283].
AFM layer with (1 1 0) texture [56,162,184].
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Table 4
Compilation of interface energies, *E"H t M , blocking
# $+ $+
temperatures, ¹ , and bulk Néel temperatures, ¹ , for non,
metallic, non-oxide antiferromagnets used in exchange bias.
Note that *E values are at ¹"10 K. Note that whenever
possible we have limited ourselves to thick enough AFM layers,
where H and ¹ are independent of t
#
$+
Material

*E (erg/cm)

¹ (K)

¹ (K)
,

FeS (poly)

0.11

540

610

FeF (1 1 0)

FeF (1 0 1)

FeF (0 0 1)

MnF (1 1 0)

CrN (poly)

0.5—1.3
0.2—0.4
0.002

79
79
79

79

0.05—0.10
0.3—0.4

67

67

200

260

AFM layer obtained from sulfading a Fe layer [52].
AFM layer with (1 1 0) texture [72,74,91,92].
AFM layer with (1 0 1) texture [72].
AFM layer with (0 0 1) texture [72].
AFM layer with (1 1 0) texture [93].
Polycrystalline AFM layer [103].
Table 5
Summary of interface energies *E"H t M , blocking tem# $+ $+
peratures, ¹ , for bilayers having a ferrimagnet as part of the
exchange bias couple
Material

*E (erg/cm)

¹ (K)

FM—ferri
TbCo (amorph)

0.08—0.70

420—450

TbFe (amorph)

0.08

420

DyCo (amorph)

0.08—0.70

—

Fe O (poly)
 
ferri—AFM
Fe O /CoO (1 1 1) (10 K)
 
Fe O /CoO (1 0 0) (10 K)
 
Fe O /CoO (1 0 0-multy) (77 K)
 
Fe O /NiO (1 0 0-multy)
 
Fe O /NiO (1 0 0-multy) (30 K)
 

0.35

—

2.20
1.43
0.7—1.27

290
290
320—450

0.05
0.35

—
—

Amorphous ferri layer [20,53,219,285—287].
Amorphous ferri layer [55,166].
Amorphous ferri layer [54].
Polycrystalline ferri layer [94].
AFM layer with (1 1 1) texture, measured at ¹"10 K [95]
AFM layer with (1 0 0) texture, measured at ¹"10 K [19,95].
Fe O /CoO multilayers with the AFM layer with (1 0 0) tex 
ture, measured at ¹"77 K [101,167].
Fe O /NiO multilayers with the AFM layer with (1 0 0) texture
 
[266,267].
Fe O /NiO multilayers with the AFM layer with (1 0 0) texture,
 
measured at ¹"30 K [98].

attractive for applications is that the low to high
resistance changes occur at rather low fields
[17,316—319]. Since the discovery of GMR in exchange bias spin valves, a variety of devices have
been built and proposed [17,316—319], such as
read-heads [135,272,278,283,284,287,288], magnetic sensors [127,278,282,285,286,327,328] or
magnetoresistive memories [329—331].
Most applications are not limited to AFM—FM
type interfaces. FM—ferri systems have also been
utilized in similar applications, especially in GMR
type devices [285—287,329], domain stabilizers
[332], and as recording media [32,214]. It is beyond our scope to review GMR devices which use
exchange bias. However, whenever articles concerning GMR [41,47,53,75,81,121,128,132,133,
136,149,151,152,164,168,177,178,183,199,271,273—
275,279—281,289—293] and GMR devices [127,135,
179,272,278,283—288] include some information related to exchange bias itself, they have been included in this review.

5. Theoretical models
In the introduction, we have presented an intuitive model to explain the origin of the exchange
bias. In this model, the energy per unit area of an
exchange bias system, assuming coherent rotation
of the magnetization, can be written [1] as
E"!HM t cos(h!b)#K t sin(b)
$+ $+
$+ $+
#K t
sin(a)!J cos(b!a),
(2)
$+ $+
',2
where H is the applied field, M the saturation
$+
magnetization, t the thickness of the FM layer,
$+
t
the thickness of the AFM layer, K the an$+
$+
isotropy of the FM layer, K
the anisotropy of
$+
the AFM layer and J
the interface coupling
',2
constant. b, a and h are the angles between the
magnetization and the FM anisotropy axis, the
AFM sublattice magnetization (M ) and the AFM
$+
anisotropy axis, and the applied field and the FM
anisotropy axis (see Fig. 8) [1]. Note that the
AFM and FM anisotropy axes are usually assumed
to be in the same direction (i.e. collinear). The first
term in the energy equation accounts for the effect
of the applied field on the FM layer, the second
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of angles involved in an exchange
bias system. Note that the AFM and FM anisotropy axes are
assumed collinear and that the AFM sublattice magnetization
M
has two opposite directions.
$+

term is the effect of the FM anisotropy, the third
term takes into account the AFM anisotropy
and the last term takes into consideration the interface coupling. Although this energy function takes
into account the main parameters involved in exchange bias, it assumes: the absence of AFM and/or
FM domains, that the AFM and FM anisotropy axes
are parallel and ferromagnetic coupling at the interface.
In the simplest case the FM anisotropy is assumed to be negligible [1] (the condition K t 
$+ $+
K t
is often fulfilled experimentally), thus the
$+ $+
energy becomes
E"!HM t cos(h!b)#K t
sin(a)
$+ $+
$+ $+
!J cos(b!a).
(3)
',2
Minimizing the energy with respect to a and b,
the loop shift is found to be [1]
J
H " ',2 .
(4)
# M t
$+ $+
Another important result from this minimization
is that the condition
K t *J
$+ $+
',2

(5)
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is required for the observation of exchange anisotropy [1]. If K t J
then the system
$+ $+
',2
is minimized by keeping a small independently of
b. However, if J K t
it is energetically
',2
$+ $+
more favorable to keep (b!a) small, i.e. AFM and
FM spins rotate together. In other words, if the
above condition is not satisfied, the AFM spins
follow the motion of the FM layer, thus no loop
shift should be observed, only an increase in coercivity.
The exchange bias magnitude predicted by these
calculations depends on the assumed value for J .
',2
If J
is taken to be similar to the ferromagnetic
',2
exchange, H is predicted to be several orders of
#
magnitude larger than the experimental result [15].
To account for these discrepancies, different approximations of the energy equation have been
used to model the hysteresis loops [102,203,207,
301,333—350], and torque magnetization (rotational hysteresis) [13,345—347], of exchange bias
systems. These studies attempt to account for different important parameters in exchange bias systems which are not considered in the basic formula.
These include the formation of domains in the
AFM [333,345—347,351], or FM layer [206,337—
339,345—347,351], field effect on the AFM layer
[13,341—343], grain size distribution [60,344], induced thermoremanent magnetization in the
AFM layer [345—347], non-collinearity of AFM—
FM spins [348,349], random anisotropy in the
AFM layer [350] or uncompensated surface spins
[102]. Introducing time dependent terms in the
magnetization allows modeling some aspects of
ferromagnetic resonance through similar equations
[251,338,339,352—354].
These models have attained different degrees of
agreement with existing experimental results. Often
the individual approximations apply for a specific
system and are not valid for other systems. Furthermore, most of the models assume: the interface
plane to be homogeneous (i.e. they are unidimensional), the AFM and FM anisotropy axes to be
collinear and/or that the AFM moments at the
interface are uncompensated. Moreover, band
structure calculations of AFM—FM interfaces have
been used to predict the exchange interactions at
the interface, and thus the existence of exchange
bias [356—358].
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Finally, in a recent model in which the quantum
mechanical hamiltonian is solved for spin compensated AFM surfaces, H arises from spin waves
#
transmitted across the interface [355]. However,
this model is unidimensional and assumes collinear
spins.

6. Unsolved issues
There are many experimental aspects of exchange bias which have not been studied in detail,
are still controversial or unresolved. In this section
we discuss some of these issues.
6.1. Thickness dependence

5.1. AFM domains
Some models stress the importance of AFM domains on exchange bias [333,345—347,359—362].
One of the models assumes the formation of AFM
domains perpendicular to the interface plane due to
the random field created by roughness (or other
defects), and that it is the contribution of energy
difference between the different random domains
which produces exchange bias [359—361]. This
model takes into account the two-dimensionality of the interface, and is, to some extent,
independent of the collinearity of the spins and the
uncompensated—compensated AFM spins [359—361].
Two other models claim that the formation of
AFM domains parallel to the interface when the
FM layer rotates can also cause exchange bias
[333,362]. Both of these models suffer from the
drawback, that they assume uniform properties
for the interfacial plane [333,362]. One of these
models assumes uncompensated AFM surfaces
and collinear AFM—FM spins at the interface
[333], while the other is independent of the
spin configuration (compensated—uncompensated)
and allows for the possibility of non-collinearity
[362].

5.2. Perpendicular coupling
In a recent micromagnetic calculation [362]
for a compensated surface, the interfacial energy
is minimized for perpendicular coupling between the FM and AFM layers. The interfacial
coupling occurs between the FM and a small canting of the compensated AFM surface. This model
has claimed to explain a large H in fully com#
pensated FeF surfaces and the existence of a

positive H as will be discussed in the next sec#
tion [362].

The role of the thickness of the AFM and FM
layers in exchange bias bilayers has been studied in
detail. Here we discuss the main results concerning
the effects of the FM and AFM thickness on exchange bias.
6.1.1. FM thickness
For all the systems studied, it has been observed
that exchange bias is roughly inversely proportional to the thickness of the FM layers (see for
instance Fig. 9)
H J
# t

1

(6)
$+
indicating that exchange bias is an interface effect
[15,16,35,37,51,54,59,74,76,80,82—84,88,103,123—
125,127,140,143,148,155,156,159,160,162,171,174,
176,183,208,209,216,224,246,255,257,272,279,288,
289]. This relation holds for rather thick FM layers
(several hundred nm [37,51,54,74,84,88,127,140,
159,171,216,224,255,257]), as long as the thickness
is smaller than the FM domain wall size. However,
if the FM layer is too thin, the relation is no longer
valid [148], probably because the FM layer becomes discontinuous. The thickness at which this
occurs (usually a few nm) varies from system to
system and depends on the microstructure and
growth of the FM layer [15,59,80,124,127,143,
148,160,209,255,279,289].
6.1.2. AFM thickness
The dependence of H on the AFM thickness is
#
more complicated. The general trend is that for
thick AFM layers, e.g. over 20 nm, H is indepen#
dent of the thickness of the AFM layer. As the
AFM thickness is reduced, H decreases abruptly
#
and finally, for thin enough AFM layers (usually
a few nm) H becomes zero, as shown in Fig. 10.
#
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Fig. 9. Dependence of exchange bias H (filled symbols) and
#
coercivity H (open symbols) with the FM layer thickness for
!
Fe Ni /FeMn at a fixed t "50 nm [208].
 
$+

The exact thickness at which the different stages in
this process take place depends on the specific
system, its microstructure and the measurement
temperature [15,19,42,56,57,59,82,83,88,95,102,103,
120,123,127,131,136,138,140,143,144,148,149,159,
162,164,165,174,180,183—185,195,196,208—210,212,
223,255,285,286]. The decrease of H for thin enough
#
AFM layers is due to several connected factors. As
discussed in the theoretical part (Section 5), exchange bias requires the condition K t *
$+ $+
J
to be fulfilled. Thus as t
is reduced this
',2
$+
condition is violated, moreover the dependence of
K
with AFM thickness, which has not been
$+
studied in detail, may also influence H . Another
#
important factor is thickness dependence of ¹ ,
,
and thus the blocking temperature, ¹ , of the AFM
layer (discussed in Section 6.5). Therefore, for thin
enough AFM layers the reduced temperature,
¹/¹ varies with thickness. Additionally, the AFM
domain structure may also affect H if the thickness
#
becomes comparable to the AFM domain wall size.
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Fig. 10. Dependence of exchange bias H (square symbols) and
#
coercivity H (triangular symbols) with the AFM layer thickness
!
for Fe Ni /FeMn at a fixed t "7 nm [15]. Note that
 
$+
80 A/m"1 Oe.

Finally, decreasing the thickness of the AFM layer
may change the AFM grain size which in turn
influences the critical thickness at which H "0.
#
There are two main discrepancies to the general
behavior described above. First, in some cases there
seems to be a decrease in H for large thicknesses,
#
after H has levelled off [15,42,56,59,88,140,144,
#
159,184,195,209,223]. This effect is probably due to
microstructural changes in the AFM layer with
thickness, e.g. one type of phase or orientation is no
longer stable above certain thicknesses. Second, in
some systems as the thickness of the AFM layer is
reduced there is a peak in H before the main
#
decrease [15,19,88,95,103,120,123,127,144,149,156,
159,185,196]. This behavior has been predicted theoretically if there is a change in AFM domain
structure with decreasing thickness [360]. However, some authors claim this effect to be purely
structural [19].
6.2. AFM orientation
Due to the interfacial nature of exchange bias,
H may be expected to depend strongly on spin
#
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configuration at the AFM—FM interface. To study
this effect some AFM—FM systems have been investigated using different AFM orientations
[15,72,95,122,138,209,273]. Two main issues concerning the orientation have been addressed: compensated versus uncompensated [15,72,95,122,138,
209,273] AFM surfaces and in-plane versus outof-plane [15,72,138,209] AFM spins. The main
problem in this kind of studies is the difficulty to
determine the exact spin configuration at the interface and therefore it is customary to assume that
the bulk spin configuration is preserved. However,
at the interface the AFM atoms can relax or reconstruct and AFM domains may be formed or the
spins can reorient to compensate for the local structural changes. An important factor for some of
these considerations is the AFM layer anisotropy,
because for large anisotropy, the interfacial spins
will tend to remain in their bulk configuration.
Moreover, the microstructure (grain size, roughness, etc.) in the different crystalline orientations
may change due to varied growth conditions and
thus affect the exchange bias. Following the common practice, for the following discussion we will
assume that the bulk spin structure is preserved
throughout the antiferromagnet.
6.2.1. Compensated—uncompensated
In a compensated AFM interface the net spin
averaged over a microscopic length scale is zero.
Therefore, this kind of surface will have zero net
magnetization (Fig. 7a). In contrast, if the spin
arrangement is such that the surface magnetization is non-zero, the surface is uncompensated
(Fig. 7b).
Intuitively, one may expect that for compensated
surfaces, the spins pinning the FM layer cancel
giving rise to a net zero H . Note, also that a com#
pensated surface remains compensated in the presence of unit cell random roughness, however, more
complicated roughness could result in uncompensated surfaces. However, it was found that all
compensated surfaces investigated experimentally,
exhibit exchange bias: CoO (1 0 0) [19,95,101], NiO
(1 0 0) [122,124,125,129,193,273,276], NiO (1 1 0)
[273], FeF (1 1 0) [72,74,91,92], FeF (1 0 1) [72],


MnF (1 1 0) [93], FeMn (1 1 1) [15,138,209],

FeMn (0 0 1) [15,138,209], even in AFM single

crystals covered by FM films [12,72]. Some of these
orientations exhibit very large loop shifts, often
larger than uncompensated orientations of the
same AFM materials (see Tables 2—5).
This effect could be due to some kind of spin
re-arrangement at the interface which is usually
neglected. In some cases, structural matching between the FM (or ferri) layer and the AFM layer
has been claimed to be the origin of finite
H [19,95]. Although this experimental fact ap#
pears counterintuitive, some models assign it directly or indirectly to the formation of domains in
the AFM layer [359—361], non-collinear coupling
at the interface [362], spin wave transfer between
the FM and the AFM layer [355] or residual uncompensated spins at the interface [102].
6.2.2. Out-of-the-plane spins
Usually, the theories assume that the AFM spins
at the interface lay on the interface plane. However, certain orientations of some AFM materials
have spins pointing out of the interface plane if
the bulk spin structure is preserved: FeF (1 0 1)

[72], FeF (0 0 1) [72], FeMn (1 1 1) [15,138,209],

FeMn (0 0 1) [15,138,209] or FeMn (1 1 0) [15,
138,209].
The H for different FeF orientations exhibit
#

a clear trend: when the AFM spins are in the plane
(FeF (1 1 0)), H is maximum, but when the spins

#
are completely (90°) out of the interface plane (FeF

(0 0 1)), H "0. For FeF (1 0 1), with an inter#

mediate angle, H is about half of the one obtained
#
for the FeF (1 1 0) case [72]. The same trend is

followed by the different FeMn orientations
[15,138,209], although the spin structure of FeMn
is more complicated than that of FeF , which

makes the analysis more difficult.
An intuitive explanation for this effect comes
from the FM—AFM spin—spin interaction strength,
given as
SM
) SM "S S cos a
(7)
$+ $+
$+ $+
with a the angle between both spins. If the FM
spins lay in the interface plane due to shape anisotropy, a is the angle between the AFM spins and the
interface plane. Therefore, for in-plane AFM spins
a"0°Ncos a"1NH maximum
#

(8)
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and for out-of-the-plane spins
a"90°Ncos a"0NH "0
(9)
#
as observed experimentally in the FeF system.

Another possible explanation assumes that the
dominant factor in H is AFM domain formation.
#
Therefore, following some of the exchange bias
models [333,359—361]
H J(K A .
(10)
#
$+ $+
Thus, in the case of out-of-plane AFM spins, the
effective AFM in-plane anisotropy, K , and stiff#
ness, A , would play a major role. Due to the
#
angle of the AFM spins, the effective anisotropy
and stiffness at the interface plane should scale with
cos a, thus
H J(K A "(K A
cos a,
#
# #
$+ $+
leading to the same conclusions as above.

(11)

6.3. Interface disorder
In the previous section, we showed that the spin
structure at the interface strongly influences exchange bias. In this section, we will discuss how
different structural factors which disorder the interface (such as roughness or crystallinity) affect H .
#
To investigate this, ideally it is desirable to study
structural effects on H by varying one parameter
#
(e.g. roughness) at a time while keeping all others
constant. Unfortunately, this is very difficult for
most exchange bias systems. If the roughness is
changed, by controlling e.g. substrate temperature,
sputtering power, sputtering rate, sputtering pressure or substrate bias, usually either the grain size
or the crystallinity (or both) will change. Therefore,
it is often difficult to separate the different contributions. However, in some cases one parameter
changes significantly more than the others, which
are then assumed to be constant. This problem is
greatly reduced in AFM single crystals, where different degrees of roughness can be introduced without affecting much the grain size or crystallinity.
6.3.1. Roughness
Most investigations of the roughness role on
exchange bias in textured thin films seem to agree

Fig. 11. Dependence of the interface energy, *E, at 10 K, on the
interface roughness, p, for FeF (1 1 0)—Fe bilayers [92].


that the magnitude of H decreases with increasing
#
roughness [72,74,92,122,138,175,197,277] (see
Fig. 11), although some systems appear to be less
sensitive to roughness [124,125] or behave in the
opposite way [184]. This behavior appears to be
independent of the interface spin structure, i.e. compensated [72,74,92,122,138,175,277], uncompensated [197] or out-of-the-plane [72,138,277].
However, the opposite effect, i.e. the magnitude of
H increasing with increasing roughness, has been
#
bserved for FM coated AFM single crystals (with
both compensated and uncompensated surfaces
[12,72]), indicating that the microstructure may
play an important role. It is worth mentioning that
H for samples with polycrystalline AFM layers
#
appear to be less sensitive to roughness [121,
144,192].
These results can be understood, for uncompensated AFM surfaces, with the intuitive model presented in the introduction. The roughness creates
areas of different spin orientation, thus the total
number of spins pinning the FM in one direction is
reduced, concomitantly reducing the magnitude of
H . However, this simple reasoning is not valid for
#
compensated surfaces, because the surface remains
compensated independently of the roughness.
Thus, the above conjectures imply that the magnitude of H should remain unchanged or even in#
crease for compensated surfaces.
More sophisticated models assume that roughness affects the interface coupling, J , and
',2
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consequently the magnitude of H [1,333,345—347,
#
362]. Finally, roughness may affect the formation
of domains (e.g. by pinning) in the AFM layer or
the amount of uncompensated surface spins and
thus influence H [102,359—361].
#
6.3.2. Crystallinity
Often in thin film bilayers, the AFM layers are
textured and the degree of texture (‘crystallinity’)
may affect H . The crystallinity can be determined
#
using X-ray diffraction from the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the rocking curve, however,
some information can be obtained from h—2h scans
and transmission electron microscopy. Unfortunately, the FWHM of rocking curves for the AFM
layers is rarely reported [141].
If the AFM is textured in a single orientation,
generally H increases with increasing texture
#
[47,50,85,141,144,145,151,153,155,174,176,177,220,
221,225,278,280], although, there are some exceptions to this trend [128,161,178]. On the other
hand, as new orientations appear with changing
growth conditions, H may change drastically
#
without following any specific trend [126,138].
These results are related, at least in part, to the
angle between the FM and AFM spins at the interface, discussed in Section 6.2. If the sample has
a wider rocking curve, the different grains will have
a wider range of coupling FM—AFM angles, thus
reducing H . Another effect is that for less crystal#
line samples, the long range AFM properties such
as the formation of domains or the anisotropy may
change, thus influencing H .
#
6.3.3. Grain size
The role of the grain size (or AFM coherence
length) in exchange bias remains unclear. Some of
the effects of the AFM grain size are expected to be
similar to the thickness effects discussed in Section 6.1.2, and will be discussed in Section 6.5, i.e.
H and ¹ should decrease with reduced AFM
#
grain size.
The results from different studies seem to depend
on the specific system and conditions, probably
because as the grain size changes other parameters
are also affected substantially [51,56,81,88,90,102,
145,154,171,184,192,193,199,215,291]. While H is
#
reported to increase with increasing grain size for

some systems [51,88,90,145,171,199,215,291], for
other (or the same systems) H decreases for larger
#
grain size [56,81,102,154,184,192,193]. It seems
that, the role of the grain size is related not only to
the change in its size, but also to the degree of
texture, the spin structure and the AFM anisotropy.
6.3.4. Interface impurity layers
Finally, as expected, it was found that the presence of impurity layers (amorphous or oxidized
layers and/or adsorbed C, H or H O) at the inter
face tend to decrease the magnitude of H [44,
#
84,89,158,276].
There exists a systematic study of this effect,
where a metal layer of increasing thickness is deposited between the AFM and FM layers [118,119].
As was found for impurity layers, H decreases with
#
the presence of the metal layer. However, H does
#
not become zero after a few monolayers of the
metal impurity layer, as expected for a pure interface phenomenon, but several nm of the impurity
layer are needed to completely null-out H [118,119].
#
Unfortunately, the connection to the interfacial
structure and uniformity of the interfacial layer has
not been uniquely established.
6.4. Anisotropy
The simple intuitive models and the more sophisticated theories seem to agree that the exchange
bias should be larger for larger AFM anisotropies
[1,333,359—361]. There are a few studies attempting
to address this question [93,115,195,196]. All investigations dealing with the role of the anisotropy
seem to agree with the theories, however it is difficult to extract any quantitative conclusions from
them. The main difficulty in analyzing these results
rises from the fact that they involve mixtures or
dilution of AFM materials [115,195,196], therefore
the absolute value of the anisotropy is usually unknown. Moreover, it is important to consider that
different materials have different blocking temperatures, thus H should be compared at the same
#
reduced temperature ¹/¹ . Nevertheless, the comparisons of H between similar materials with dif#
ferent anisotropies (e.g. CoO—NiO, FeF —MnF )


appear to differ somewhat from the H J(K
#
$+
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predictions of some theories [333,359—361]. However, since the anisotropy of the AFM material and
H depend on the microstructure of the AFM layer,
#
exact, quantitative analysis is difficult.
6.5. Blocking temperature
The exchange bias vanishes above a temperature
often denoted as the ‘blocking’ temperature, ¹ . In
some cases ¹ is much lower than the bulk ¹ ,
,
however in other cases ¹ +¹ (see Tables 2—4).
,
The origin of this effect seems to be related, at least
in part, to the grain size and thickness of the AFM
layer, through finite size effects [363]. In other
words, if the grain size (or the layer thickness) is
smaller (thinner) than a system dependent critical
dimension of the AFM, the Néel temperature of the
AFM is substantially reduced. This assumption
seems to be supported by the fact that systems
based on single crystal AFM and thick AFM films
with large grains tend to have ¹ +¹ [12,72,
,
74,95,155], while systems with very thin films have
¹ (¹ [95,131,148,149,212].
,
Other size effects are caused by the fact that the
anisotropy of the AFM depends on its dimensions
and that the condition K t 'J
(Eq. (5))
$+ $+
',2
has to be fulfilled [1]. Although the size effect on
anisotropy has not been carefully studied, if we
assume that the AFM anisotropy decreases as its
size is reduced, a reduction of ¹ would be expected. As discussed above smaller anisotropy implies smaller exchange bias and consequently
¹ (¹ .
,
Other factors influencing ¹ include stoichiometry [103] or presence of multiple phases [88] of
certain thin film systems.
We have assumed so far the existence of a single,
well defined ¹ . However, due to the pervasive
disorder such as different grain sizes or roughness
inevitably there will be a distribution of blocking
temperatures [64,88,171,194,198,224,241,242]. The
¹ distribution can be studied by warming the
sample to ¹(¹ and then cooling it in the presence of a field opposite to the original cooling
(growth) field. The change in exchange bias caused
by these field coolings from different ¹ (¹(¹ ),
gives information about width of the ¹ distribution [64,88,171,194,198,224,241,242].
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6.6. Training effect
It is well known that in many exchange-biased
film systems, H depends on the number of
#
measurements, a property often called a training
effect
[45,58,80,86,103,123,126,188—190,192,195,
196,217,218,239,299]. For instance, if several consecutive hysteresis loops are measured, the shift
(H ) of consecutive loops will decrease. This phe#
nomenon has also been observed using other techniques, such as torque measurements [190,218,239].
However, this effect is not observed in techniques
which relay on small reversible movements of the
magnetization [229—231]. It is often found experimentally that H !H J1/(n, where n indi#
#
cates the order consecutive loops are measured (see
Fig. 12) [218,239]. However, it is important to
stress that this phenomenon is more important in
polycrystalline AFM, and very small or non-existent in systems based on single crystals (bulk or thin
films) [12,72,74,118,126].
This effect seems to be related to partial reorientation of the AFM domains with each FM magnetization reversal. The origin of this effect may lay on

Fig. 12. Coercive fields for the increasing field branch, H , and
?
decreasing field branch, H , of the hysteresis loop as a function
@
of measurement order, n, for an Fe Ni /FeNiMn bilayer at
 
room temperature [218].
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a growth induced metastable spin configuration
[359—361], an induced thermoremanent magnetization in the AFM layer, which exhibits some
reptation effects [345—347], or caused by thermal
fluctuations when K t (k ¹ [217]. The
$+ $+
AFM spins try to find energetically favorable configurations after each cycle.
6.7. Coercivity
Although the coercivity, H , is strongly affected
!
by the exchange anisotropy, it is seldom studied
systematically. The coercivity usually increases below ¹ , which is probably linked to the anisotropy
of the AFM layer. Among comparable systems (e.g.
similar FM and AFM thickness) containing similar
AFM materials (e.g. NiO—CoO or FeF —MnF ),


those with smaller AFM anisotropy tend to have
a larger increase in coercivity [93,115,195,196].
However, direct comparisons are difficult to carry
out because the coercivity is also affected by the
microstructure of the FM layer, which inevitably
changes from system to system.
This increase in coercivity below ¹ is intuitively
simple to understand. In the case of an AFM with
small anisotropy, when the FM rotates it ‘drags’ the
AFM spins irreversibly, hence increasing the FM
coercivity. For a large AFM anisotropy, the FM
decouples because it cannot drag AFM spins, consequently the coercivity is reduced. A consequence
of the influence of the anisotropy on the coercivity,
is the peak which it often exhibits close to
¹ [37,88,126,157,161,165,188,189], as shown in
Fig. 13. This peak is due to the decrease of AFM
anisotropy close to ¹ . As the anisotropy decreases, the FM is able to drag increasingly more
AFM spins, thus increasing the coercivity. Above
¹ the AFM is random, thus it does not hinder the
FM rotation. The width of the peak is related to
sample homogeneity. In every sample, there is some
spread on grain sizes, interface couplings, stress,
and so on, which causes a distribution of AFM
anisotropies. The distribution of AFM anisotropies
reflects itself on the coercivity and therefore this
peak mimics the sample inhomogeneity.
A similar peak behavior close to ¹ has also been
observed in the rotational hysteresis of some systems [52,131,217]. This indicates that the coercivity

Fig. 13. Exchange bias, H , and coercivity, H , versus temper#
!
ature for an FeF /Fe bilayer after field cooling.


and the rotational hysteresis are different manifestations of the same effect, i.e. the losses produced
during the rotation of the FM layer by the AFM
spin drag [190].
As shown in Fig. 10, an analogous peak effect is
found in the AFM thickness dependence of H
!
[15,56,57,123,127,162,164,180,184,185,196,208,209]
or the rotational hysteresis [131,210,212] at a fixed
temperature. The explanation of this thickness dependent effect is similar to the previous temperature dependent one. In this case, as the AFM
thickness decreases the effective AFM anisotropy,
K t , is reduced. Thus, the FM can drag more
$+ $+
AFM spins as the AFM layer is thinner, increasing
the coercivity. For thin enough films, the AFM
layer is no longer magnetic thus it stops hindering
the FM rotation. However, one cannot rule out
other pinning mechanisms, such as inhomogeneities in the AFM—FM coupling [180] or thermal
fluctuations [344], as the source of these peak effects.
6.8. Cooling field — positive H
#
The effects of the cooling field amplitude (or the
field applied during growth in some systems) are
rarely reported [16,82,83]. This is probably because
generally H does not depend markedly on cool#
ing field. For example, for example, for FeMn/
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Fe Ni , H is reduced by about 10% when
 
#
cooled in 5 T instead of 300 Oe, as is often used
[364]. However, studies in FeF /Fe and MnF /Fe


bilayers revealed a rather unusual behavior [91,93].
The most striking result is that for large cooling
fields the loops instead of shifting towards negative
fields (for a positive cooling field), they shift to
positive fields, i.e. in the same direction as the
cooling field (Fig. 14) [91]. This is contrary to what
is observed for small cooling field or what is observed in other systems [1—10]. This effect is often
called positive exchange bias [91]. The magnitude
of the cooling field needed to obtain a positive shift
depends strongly on the microstructure of the
sample, and thus the interface coupling at the interface. For strong couplings (i.e. large H at low
#
cooling fields) larger cooling fields are needed to
obtain positive loop shifts [91]. It is noteworthy
that positive exchange has also been observed in
FeF single crystals coated with thin Fe layers for

rather small cooling fields (H
"2000 Oe). This
!--*
indicates that the interface coupling in this case is
rather weak [72].
Different theoretical models have been proposed
to explain this effect [91,350,362]. However, all the
models are based on the existence of an antiferromagnetic coupling at the interface between the
FM and AFM layers [91,350,362]. If the FM—
AFM coupling is ferromagnetic, as usually assumed
in most theoretical models, there should be no
substantial effect of the cooling field [91,350,362].
6.9. Perpendicular coupling
In Section 5, we have stressed that most models
assume collinear AFM—FM spins at the interface.
However, it has been found experimentally that this
is not necessarily true [71—73,101,209,217]. Several
systems exhibit a perpendicular coupling at the interface between the FM and AFM spins:
FeMn/Fe Ni bilayers [209], CoO/Fe O multi 
 
layers [101], CoO single crystals covered by an
Fe Ni film [71], FeF (1 1 0) and FeF (1 0 0)
 


single crystals covered by Fe films [72,73]. Perpendicular coupling has been observed in compensated
[72,73,101,209] and uncompensated [71—73] AFM
surfaces. This effect has been theoretically predicted
for AFM—FM systems when the FM has a low
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Fig. 14. Hysteresis loops, m(H), for an FeF /Fe bilayer cooled in

H
"2000 Oe (open symbols) and H
"70 000 Oe (filled
!--*
!--*
symbols), at ¹"10 K [91].

anistropy [362]. Moreover, some degree of noncollinear coupling has been observed in other systems by torque magnetometry [217] and domain
observation [303,304].
The temperature dependence of FeF /Fe shows

that the FM easy axis rotates 90° between room
temperature and 10 K, with the rotation starting
around the FeF Néel temperature [72,73]. How
ever, in CoO/Fe O multilayers it is the AFM spins
 
which appear to arrange perpendicular to the ferrimagnetic spins [101]. This indicates that as the
AFM orders it is energetically advantageous for the
FM—AFM spins to point in a perpendicular directions. Intuitively, the lowest energy configuration
for a compensated surface is with the FM oriented
perpendicular to the two AFM sublattices. This
reasoning can be extended to uncompensated surfaces if due to fluctuations, e.g. roughness, domain
formation, etc., the AFM spins arrange themselves
antiparallel at the interface.

7. Conclusions
In conclusion, exchange bias, H , depends
#
strongly on the spin structure at the interface. Both
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intrinsic, e.g. spin orientation or anisotropy, and
extrinsic, e.g. roughness or crystallinity, contribute
to the magnitude of H . Consequently, the magni#
tude of H is a combination of many factors, which
#
makes its theoretical analysis complicated.
From the applied point of view the main aims are
to improve the layer quality to develop materials
with large H , high ¹ (well above room temper#
ature), and good corrosion resistance. From the
basic point of view, there is a need for studies aimed
at understanding the interface spin structure, using
novel tools such as circular magnetic dichroism or
using conventional ones, such as neutron diffraction or Mössbauer spectroscopy, in unconventional ways. From the theoretical point of view,
general models which include extrinsic and intrinsic
phenomena and capable of explaining the new effects present (such as positive exchange bias or
perpendicular coupling) are needed.
Despite the active research in this field, there are
many factors influencing H which are poorly
#
understood, including the role of AFM domains,
AFM spin structure at the interface (e.g. orientations or interface disorder), the role of the AFM
anisotropy or the perpendicular coupling at the
interface.
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